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Abstract

This thesis investigates how the state-of-the-art Natural Language Processing model
BERT (Bi-directional Encoder Representations from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2018)
can be applied in the context of central bank communication. This case study focuses
specifically on communication by the European Central Bank (ECB) and its effect on
European stock market volatility. Previous literature suggests three main features im-
pact market response: topic, hawkish/dovish tilt, and sentiment. Thus, we propose a
BERT-based ensemble method that takes into account each of these three phenomena.
The model is based on previous work by Pan and He (2021), who examined the rela-
tionship between FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) communication and US
market response and consists of three BERT-based models that work in tandem. The
first two models, sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and ELECTRA (Clark
et al., 2020), work together to determine the hawkish/dovish tilt of each sentence in the
press conferences, as well as determine its topical category along four pre-identified top-
ics (economic growth, inflation, labor market, and monetary policy). The final model,
finBERT (Araci, 2019), also determines the sentiment polarity of the press conference.
These features are aggregated and fed to a classifier model to explore the relationship
between them and the market response, as measured through VSTOXX. The ensemble
approach is compared to a lexicon-based baseline that measures sentiment through the
Loughran and McDonald sentiment lexicon (2011) for the financial domain.

The main findings suggest that this ensemble method can predict the subsequent
market response moderately well. The ensemble method consistently outperforms the
lexicon-based baseline method when considering topical and hawkish-dovish tilt fea-
tures. An ablation study finds that the topical and hawkish/dovish tilt features lead
to increased performance. When only considering the sentiment features, as found by
finBERT, the model does not outperform the baseline. Additionally, we find that, when
considering the ensemble method, the introduction statement of the press conference
carries the least information and that it is beneficial to run the model on the entire set
or the Q&A section only. Moreover, we could find no evidence for the added benefit of
a cosine-similarity selection threshold, which allows the model to filter out less relevant
passages from the text (when set to 0.1).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, central bank communication
is right at the heart of monetary
policy. It is actually a monetary
policy tool in itself. Even for those
with little interest in central banking,
it is difficult to avoid the
pronouncements of one or other of us
in the newspaper. Those people may
even end up reading the articles, if
only because central bank
communication can have a major
impact on financial markets – and
hence on their savings.

Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank (ECB)

15 July 2013

In recent years, a growing body of academic literature has used tools from the field
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to analyze central bank communication. As
illustrated in the statement above, this communication is one of the main policy tools
of central banks. Through transparent and open communication towards the public,
central banks can maintain transparency and simultaneously influence the financial
market by managing market expectations to achieve policy goals (Blinder, 1999). Re-
search has shown that communication by central banks can have an immediate impact
on the financial market (Schmeling and Wagner, 2019) and even has the potential to
prevent a financial crisis (Meyersson and Karlberg, 2012). As such, statements made
by central banks are carefully studied by financial market participants, which includes
other banks, companies, and the individual consumer, to gain information on how cen-
tral banks communicate. As patterns and trends contained in these lengthy transcripts
are difficult to spot by even a trained reader, many researchers have sought to develop
automatic tools that can detect and analyze patterns in these long transcripts (e.g.
Tobback et al., 2017; Hartmann and Smets, 2018; Klejdysz et al., 2018; Parle, 2020;
Fratzscher et al., 2016; Schmeling and Wagner, 2019).

These automatic tools typically make use of recent developments within the field of
NLP to convert the communicated text to quantitative data. In the field of central bank
communication, researchers commonly consider the following three concepts: topic,
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hawkish or dovish tilt (in short, tightening versus accommodative stance towards the
economy, respectively), and sentiment. Popular techniques of measuring these concepts
include manual annotation (Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2007; Musard-Gies, 2006; Rosa
and Verga, 2007), topic modelling (Tobback et al., 2017; Hartmann and Smets, 2018;
Beaupain and Girard, 2020; Küsters, 2021; Klejdysz et al., 2018; Paloviita et al., 2020)
and lexicon-based methods (e.g. Parle, 2020; Picault and Renault, 2017; Küsters, 2021;
Schmeling and Wagner, 2019).

In recent years, however, the field of NLP has been dominated by deep learning
methods. These inductive language models are trained on an enormous corpus of
natural language examples, which allows them to induce a general mapping of the
language. These models form a stark contrast with previous, more traditional models,
which generally are deductive models based on a pre-defined set of linguistic rules.
Deep learning methods have shown state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of
NLP tasks (e.g. Dai and Le, 2015; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018), but they
have not yet been applied extensively in the field of central bank communication.

In this thesis, therefore, we seek to fill this research gap by examining whether the
general language model BERT (Bi-directional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2018), can be applied effectively to analyse central bank
communication and subsequently predict market response. BERT has shown state-of-
the-art performance on numerous NLP tasks, such as text classification (Sun et al.,
2019), sentiment analysis (Araci, 2019), and question-and-answering systems (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019; Clark et al., 2020).

This thesis focuses specifically on the press conferences given by the European
Central Bank (ECB). Though the ECB uses various channels to communicate with the
public, including press conferences, monetary policy accounts, interviews, and speeches
(Klejdysz et al., 2018), the primary communication channel through which the ECB
seeks to manage market expectations are the press conferences on Governing Council
meeting days, in which the monetary policy decisions as taken by the Governing Council
are presented and explained. These press conferences consist of two main parts: an
introductory statement, in which the president of the ECB presents the monetary policy
decisions made by the Governing Council, and a Q&A section, in which journalists can
ask the ECB president for further clarification with regards to these decisions. These
press conferences have been studied extensively in the past (e.g. Tobback et al., 2017;
Hartmann and Smets, 2018; Klejdysz et al., 2018; Parle, 2020; Paloviita et al., 2020;
Schmeling and Wagner, 2019; Picault and Renault, 2017), but not yet through a BERT-
based method.

The focus of this thesis is to examine how a BERT-based model can be used to deter-
mine the dynamics of topical, HD-tilt, and sentiment features in ECB press conferences
on Governing Council meeting days and subsequently relate it to market response. The
analysis consists of two main stages. In the first stage, an ensemble model converts the
transcripts to a low-dimensional representation. This representation conveys the topical
composition, tilt, and sentiment for each press conference. The second stage consists of
a classification model that sees to predicts changes in market volatility based on these
features.

In order to extract these features, we propose a BERT-based ensemble method,
inspired by previous work by (Pan and He, 2021) on (Federal Open Market Committee,
a committee in the central bank of the United States) communication on American
market volatility. First, the topic and tilt of each transcript is determined through a
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combined sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and ELECTRA (Clark et al.,
2020). Next, the sentiment of each sentiment is determined through Araci’s finBERT
(2019) a BERT model specifically designed to capture sentiment features in the financial
domain.

The second part of this analysis is motivated by the feature patterns found in the
ensemble approach. We seek to determine the movement in European market volatility
in response to these press conferences through a classification model. The market
volatility is proxied with the VSTOXX index. The performance of the model on the
features captured by the ensemble method is compared to sentiment features captured
by a lexicon-based baseline based on the Loughran and McDonald sentiment lexicon
(2011) for the financial domain.

Additionally, to assess which features and feature combinations contribute to changes
in performance, an ablation study is performed. In this ablation study, the topic and
HD-tilt features as discovered by sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and
ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020) are compared to the sentiment features as obtained by
finBERT (Araci, 2019). Additionally, we explore the efficacy of a selection threshold,
which filters out sentences that do not fit within the pre-defined topics. Finally, we
examine the relative importance of the different sections (i.e., introductory statement
and Q&A section) of the press conferences.

The key findings of this thesis can be summarised as follows. First, the results
suggest that the ensemble method is effective at determining appropriate features for
ECB communication. Based on the ablation study, it seems that the topic and HD-
tilt features are more informative than the sentiment features. Moreover, the best
results are obtained for the ensemble model when taking into account either the entire
press conference or only the answer section. Finally, the results show that a selection
threshold (set at 0.1) is not beneficial.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we describe how central
banks and specifically the ECB communicates with the public, how this has changed
over time, and what goals the ECB seeks to uphold through communication. This
overview is followed by an overview of previous literature published within the research
field of ECB communication and its influence on market response, outlining different ap-
proaches that have been explored, such as indirect, manual, and automatic approaches,
and their results. Next, a brief introduction to deep learning and general language
models is presented. In chapter 4, we put forward the data used in this project, fol-
lowed by an overview of the model pipeline proposed, in chapter 5. Here, the ensemble
method will be outlined in detail. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion of the
results, along with the project’s limitations and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This thesis focuses on implementing BERT in analyzing the impact of ECB commu-
nication on the volatility of the European financial market and lies, therefore, within
the intersection of two different fields: central bank communication and natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) or computational linguistics. In this chapter, we will provide
background literature from the field of central bank communication, starting with an
overview of how central banks communicate with the public and how this has developed
over time. In doing so, we will focus specifically on the bank at study for this project:
the European Central Bank (ECB). In the following chapter (chapter 3, we will discuss
the NLP techniques employed to analyze central bank communication.

Central Bank Communication

In the previous decade, academic interest in the field of central bank communication
and its influence on the financial market has rapidly grown (Hansen and McMahon,
2016). To understand this growing body of literature, it is important to first gain
insight into the change that central banks worldwide have gone through.

”Since I’ve become a central banker, I’ve learned to mumble with great
incoherence. If I seem unduly clear to you, you must have misunderstood
what I said.”
––– Alan Greenspan, the 13th chair of the Federal Reserve, the central bank
of the United States of America on September 22, 1987.

The quote above accurately illustrates the attitude of central banks worldwide in
the better part of the 20th century. During this time, banks did not have a well-defined
monetary policy and used a wide range of instruments to reach monetary policy goals.
As a consequence, central banks thought it better shroud their actions and decisions in
secrecy. Central banks seldomly communicated with the public about their objectives
and decisions, and when they did, the common idea was that they should deliver their
messages as cryptically as possible (Blinder et al., 2008). Moreover, central bankers
believed that financial market participants needed to be ”surprised” so that they could
be managed effectively and thus have an effective monetary policy (Vayid, 2013). As
a result, it was nearly impossible to predict monetary policy decisions, and without a
clear policy framework in place by which the performance of central banks could be
judged, they could not be held publicly accountable (Vayid, 2013).
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Following a revolutionary study by Acheson and Chant (1973), which challenged
this assumption with the contrasting idea that banks should be transparent, the up-
coming years were marked by increasing literature on the importance of transparency
in the world of central banking (e.g. Blinder, 1999). From the early 1990s onward,
these developments led central banks worldwide to realize the importance of trans-
parent and clear communication, and communication by banks shifted from secretive
to more transparent. Simultaneously, central banks sought out more explicit policy
frameworks, which led them to develop a new monetary policy strategy, the inflation-
targeting framework based on a single instrument (the policy rate) and a single goal
(price stability). The Reserve Bank of New Zealand was the first central bank to imple-
ment an inflation-targeting strategy with a strong emphasis on transparency (Vayid,
2013). Central banks nowadays strive for open communication towards the public
regarding their policy decisions, the targets that they seek to achieve through those
decisions, as well as their view of the likely future evolution of the economy (Blinder
et al., 2008)

The primary tool by which central banks seek to uphold this transparency is com-
munication toward the public through channels such as press conferences, monetary
policy reports, and publication of minutes of monetary policy meetings (Boukus and
Rosenberg, 2006). At the same time, this communication also serves to manage market
expectations of financial market participants, such as corporations, institutions, and
banks.

As the key decision-makers in an economy are forward-looking (i.e., they look to-
wards the future), central banks affect the economy not only through direct means such
as central bank trading and policy decisions but also through managing expectations
with transparent communication. Previous studies even suggest that that effective
communication by central banks can avert a financial crisis (Vayid, 2013; Viñals et al.,
2010). This kind of communication, in which a central bank seeks to influence the state
of the economy by providing information about its future monetary policy intentions,
is also commonly termed forward guidance.

The European Central Bank

The European Central Bank (ECB), the central bank of the combined Eurozone, started
using forward guidance in July 2013 after a spell of continuously low expected interest
rates. The primary mandate of the ECB is to achieve price stability through low
inflation. Typically, the bank uses conventional monetary policy tools, such as setting
the target interest rate of the region and controlling the supply of the Euro common
currency to keep inflation in line with the objective of the ECB. The ECB aims for
annual inflation of below, but close to, to 2% over the medium term. In the case of a
situation in which inflation is too far below this 2%-threshold, the ECB can decrease its
interest rates to raise inflation rates. However, when the interest rates are already at low
levels, and the bank is operating in a zero-lower bound environment, it is not beneficial
for the bank to reduce them further, and so other policy tools are needed (Blinder et al.,
2008). In such situations, the ECB actively implements forward guidance to manage
the market (European Central Bank, 2017).

The ECB uses several channels to communicate with the public. These channels
include but are not limited to: (1) monetary policy reports, (2) minutes of monetary
policy meetings, (3) post-meeting briefings by central bank governors, and (4) speeches
by Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) members (Klejdysz et al., 2018).
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However, the primary channel through which the ECB exerts forward guidance
is the press conferences on the days on which the Governing Council announces its
monetary policy decisions. These meetings are held on Thursday at 1:45 PM Central
European Time (CET) and are followed soon after by the scheduled press conference
at 2:30 PM CET. The press conference serves not only to inform the public on the
decisions of the Governing Council but also to give insight into the process of how these
decisions came to be and the motivations behind them. They consist of an introductory
statement and a Q&A section, in which journalists can ask the ECB president for
further elaboration on these decisions. The introductory statement consists of 5 major
parts: (1) a summary of the monetary policy decision of the ECB, (2) economic analysis,
(3) monetary analysis, (4) a so-called ”cross-check” paragraph, and (5) fiscal policy and
structural reforms. For a more detailed overview of the structure of these speeches, see
section 4.1.

As these monetary policy decisions are likely to influence future financing conditions
of European companies, these press conferences are highly anticipated events. The
speeches are announced in advance and broadcasted live during trading hours, and so
any new information can have an immediate impact on the market (Schmeling and
Wagner, 2019).
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Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter discusses previous research from the field of natural language processing
(NLP) into the impact of central bank communication on the financial market. Sev-
eral studies will be highlighted which showcase the different methods of analyzing this
relationship, during which a clear distinction will be made between more traditional,
deductive methods and more contemporary deep learning methods. Finally, this chap-
ter will conclude with an overview of the model architecture that will be explored in this
thesis, BERT (Bi-directional Encoder Representations from Transformers), its previ-
ous applications within the financial domain and its limitations and considerations for
the current dataset.

3.1 Quantifying communication

From the previous section, it has become clear that central banks use their outward
communication to manage the expectations of financial market participants to achieve
monetary policy goals. But what is it exactly that is contained in these speeches that
the market responds to?

In the field of central bank communication, there are two global types of information
conveyed in these texts that have shown a clear impact on the market: topic and tone.
The first dimension, tone, is rather straightforward and concerns the actual content
of the text and the topics discussed herein. The second dimension, that of tone, is
slightly more subtle and measures the underlying information of a text. Within the
financial domain, and specifically central bank communication, common concepts that
are measured are the text’s sentiment or its hawkish or dovish tilt.

Sentiment analysis (or opinion mining is a sub-field of NLP that seeks to identify
and extract opinions or emotions within a given text (Bakshi et al., 2016). This can
come in the shape of polarity analysis, in which a score is assigned on a spectrum
ranging from positive to negative emotion, or a more fine-grained classification that
allows for the identification of more specific emotions, such as joy, sadness, or anger.

Within the field of monetary policy and central bank communication, another con-
cept that is used regularly is the hawkish or dovish tilt of the text (Tadle, 2017; Tobback
et al., 2017). A hawkish stance refers to those situations in which a central bank’s high-
est priority is to keep inflation low to guard against excessive inflation. Typically, when
a central bank takes such a stance, it indicates that the bank in question is planning to
raise interest rates. A dovish attitude, on the other hand, favors a more accommoda-
tive strategy, in which economic growth and low unemployment are prioritized over the

9
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tightening of interest rates. This concept will be referred to in the remainder of this
thesis as the HD-tilt.

In this thesis, we will explore each of these three concepts. In the upcoming section,
we will therefore present the methods that have previously been explored within the
field of central bank communication to measure these concepts. The methods can
be divided globally into three different methods: (1) indirect measures using high-
frequency data, and direct measures in which the textual content is converted into
structured numerical data, either (2) manually or (3) automatically through tools from
computational linguistics.

3.1.1 Indirect measures

The first way in which central bank communication can be assessed is indirect. This
method differs from other methods in that it does not quantify verbal information
directly, and instead, it measures fluctuations in high-frequency yield changes in a
narrow time window in and around information releases. This information is then
used to indirectly measure the impact of central bank communication on the financial
market.

An early study by Kuttner (2001) uses this data from Federal Open Market Com-
mittee (FOMC) (a committee within the Federal Reserve System, the central bank
of the United States) announcements to determine monetary surprise. They use two
latent factors: target and path. The former reflects unexpected changes in the Federal
Funds rate as a consequence of monetary policy decisions of the Federal Reserve; the
latter reflects changes in future policy and is related to the FOMC’s forward guidance
as exerted through its press statements. The findings suggest that both factors signifi-
cantly impact asset prices, with the target factor having a larger impact on short-term
interest rates, and the path factor predominantly affecting long-term interest rates.

Similar results have been found when examining the effects of ECB’s monetary
policy and communication on the market. Indirect measures have shown that the
forward guidance of the ECB has significant effects on (1) medium- and long-term
yields (Brand et al., 2010), (2) the risk premiums of government bonds of the European
periphery (Leombroni et al., 2021), and (3) industrial production inflation and the US
dollar/euro exchange rate (Kane, 2018).

Ehrmann and Fratzscher (2007) studied ECB press conferences through these indi-
rect methods and found that they have a larger impact on markets than corresponding
policy decisions, as the Q&A section of the press conferences provides clarification in
periods of high economic uncertainty. Additionally, an event study by Naik (2021)
finds that these effects are dependent on the economic development of the country in
question. Greater central bank communication leads to an increase in stock returns and
exchange rates for developed countries, whereas, for developing countries, it signals a
decrease in stock returns and an increase in exchange rates.

3.1.2 Manual coding

Indirect approaches have then consistently shown that central bank communication
affects the financial market. The next step is to examine and quantify the information
contained within the text of a policy release or press conference. This direct approach
comes in two forms: manual coding and automatic approaches from the field of com-
putational linguistics.
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The manual (or hand-coded) approach involves the classification of texts into pre-
defined categories (such as topics) or on an ordinal scale.

In terms of topic, Ehrmann and Fratzscher (2007), for example, manually categories
newswire articles published during the ECB press conference into five different financial
categories (economic outlook, inflation, second round effects, money growth, and interest
rates). They found that out of these five categories, statements on inflation and interest
rates turned out to have the largest market response.

In terms of sentiment and HD-tilt, Musard-Gies (2006) as well as Rosa and Verga
(2007) annotated each introductory statement in the monthly press conferences of the
ECB on an ordinal scale by use of a pre-defined glossary. Musard-Gies (2006) examined
whether the ECB press conferences are capable of steering short- and long-term interest
rates in the Eurozone. In order to do so, they annotated each statement in the press
conferences as either neutral, hawkish or dovish. Similar to previous studies, they find
that the market does respond to the tone conveyed in these statements, with a stronger
response found for short-term interest rates.

In the work by Rosa and Verga (2007), each statement was given a value ranging
from -2 for very dovish to +2 for very hawkish statements. As mentioned earlier, hawk-
ish statements often signal a restrictive policy and rising interest rates; whereas dovish
statements A similar approach is taken by Picault and Renault (2017), who annotated
all sentences in the introductory statements of all available ECB press conferences be-
tween January 2006 and December 2014 to build a field-specific lexicon to measure the
stance of ECB monetary policy. They find that the tone of the introductory statement
can help explain future policy decisions. Furthermore, the results suggest that the tone
by which the ECB communicates its economic outlook decreases stock market volatility
on the day after the press conference.

Overall, these studies have shown that central bank communication has an equally
predictive ability as market-based expectations do. Additionally, unexpected elements
of communication can significantly influence market expectations (Rosa and Verga,
2007), short-term interest rates (Musard-Gies, 2006) and can explain interest rate de-
cisions (Gerlach, 2018).

However, the manual method comes with several issues. First of all, because of the
human-in-the-loop, this method is prone to bias and subjectivity. This is confirmed by
Rosa and Verga (2007), in which two annotators disagree on the classification of over
one-fifth (14 out of 62) of the ECB press conferences. Secondly, this method is marked
by low reproducibility, especially if the annotated data is not made publicly available.

3.1.3 Automatic approaches

To overcome these issues and ensure transparency and scalability, in recent years re-
searchers have turned to automatic approaches. Within the domain of central bank
communication researchers have previously looked at methods such as tf-idf, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and LSA for automatically identifying the topic of the
text, as well as lexicon-based methods for measuring the HD-tilt or sentiment of texts.
The section is concluded with an introduction to deep learning, transfer learning, and
specifically the BERT model.
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tf-idf

The first automatic text mining method that can be used to identify topics within a text
is tf-idf (term frequency-inverse term frequency). This score measures how important a
word is to a document in a collection of documents (Ramos et al., 2003). It is calculated
for a single word by taking the number of times that word w appears in a document d
and dividing it by the inverse document frequency, which indicates how common a word
is in the entire document set. The inverse document frequency can be calculated by
dividing the total number of documents d by the number of documents that contains
that word dw and calculating the logarithm over this. Each word then ends up with a
score ranging between 0 (very common) to 1 (very rare).

tf-idf has been tested for ECB communication by Küsters (2021). They found that
the semantic content discussed in speeches by the ECB changed drastically after the
financial crisis of 2008.

Latent Semantic Analysis

Another common topic modeling approach is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). This
technique performs a singular value decomposition of a document-term matrix to iden-
tify topics or themes that account for most of the variance in a collection of documents.
It has been previously applied to central bank communication of the FOMC (Boukus
and Rosenberg, 2006; Acosta and Meade, 2015), the Bank of Canada (Hendry and
Madeley, 2010) and the ECB (Beaupain and Girard, 2020). Beaupain and Girard
(2020) found that countries respond differently to communication, based on their level
of financial distress, confirming the results found in Naik (2021). In distressed counties,
the power of central bank communication is stronger at reinforcing its actions. Addi-
tionally, they found that the message conveyed by the central bank in its introductory
statement is highly persistent over time, except for the period of the financial crisis
around 2008 when the ECB announced specific, unconventional measures.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation

A common automatic approach that is implemented when measuring topic is Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). LDA is a hierarchical Bayesian model
that is capable of extracting multiple themes which are not defined in advance from a
corpus of texts. The main concept behind LDA is to define a probability for each word
in a corpus of being generated from a specific topic and to define each document as a
probabilistic distribution over the collection of these topics. As a result, each word w
in a document d is allocated into a specific topic k, based on the topics in a document
and how frequently w appears in a particular topic k. This model differs from LSA in
the sense that it is probabilistic, which allows for more flexibility.

Using an automatic approach such as LDA to identify topics significantly reduces the
need for manual annotation in categorizing documents. The only subjective decisions
that need to be made with LDA are some priors, such as defining the number of topics
k you seek to identify.

LDA has been previously applied to central bank communication with good results,
such as meeting notes by the FOMC (Jegadeesh and Wu, 2017; Edison and Carcel,
2021), the Bank of England’s inflation reports (Hansen et al., 2019), as well as the
topic of our study – press conferences of the ECB (Tobback et al., 2017; Hartmann and
Smets, 2018; Klejdysz et al., 2018; Parle, 2020; Paloviita et al., 2020).
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The first study that applies LDA to central bank communication was that of Je-
gadeesh and Wu (2017), which used it to discover eight different topics in FOMC
minutes and examine the correlation between these topics and the U.S. stock market
response, as measured through the volatility of the S&P 500 and Libor.1 They found
that discussions on policy stance, inflation, and employment were particularly informa-
tive, and were typically followed by a clear response on the financial market; whereas
topics such as trade, consumption and investment were not.

In her master dissertation, Klejdysz et al. (2018) applied this approach to ECB
communication for the first time. In this work, she examined the correlation between
topics and shifts in topics during ECB press conferences and market volatility in the EU,
as measured through VSTOXX. She found that shifting topics led to more uncertain
markets (i.e. increased market volatility).

Structural topic modeling

Another model that is capable of discovering the main topics discussed in a large
collection of texts is the Structural Topic Model (STM). This model is a probabilistic
topic model that is capable of discovering the main themes in a large collection of texts
(Blei et al., 2003). The main innovation for STM compared to LDA, is that STM allows
document-related information (i.e. meta-data) to be incorporated into the topic model.

Küsters (2021) used this method to examine 2,135 speeches given by the ECB
and the members of its Executive Board. In the case of ECB communication, the
meta-data includes the date on which the speech was given and the speaker’s name.
They found that a significant semantic change occurs in ECB communication from the
transition from Great Moderation (the mid-1980s to the financial crisis in 2007) to the
Great Recession (2007 to 2009). During the height of the crisis (2009-2011), historical
analogies increased but often served rhetorical functions. Though STM was used to
find the topic within the text, this information was not correlated to market volatility
or stock prices for this article. A similar approach was undertaken in Hartmann and
Smets (2018), who estimated a total of 50 topics for ECB communication.

Lexicon methods

Next to topics, the tone of a press conference has also been shown to be influential in
determining market response. A simple and intuitive method of measuring tone in a
text is the lexicon or dictionary method. In this method, a list of words indicative of
a certain concept is defined, and it is counted how many times these words appear in
a document. Typically, two opposing concepts are considered, and a single measure is
defined that assesses the relative position of the document on this spectrum.

Pioneering work in this area was done by Sadique et al. (2013). In this word, they
designed a list of positive and negative words (adapted from Henry, 2007) to count their
appearance in announcements of the Federal Reserve. In particular, they examine the
relationship between the S&P500 Index returns and the Beige Book tone. The Beige
Book (or the Summary of Commentary on Current Economic Conditions) is a report
that is published by the Federal Reserve Bank eight times per year. It is published
in advance of meetings by the FOMC and contains “anecdotal information on current

1The S&P500 (Standard and Poor’s 500) is a stock market index of the 500 largest companies listed
on the stock exchanges in the United States. Libor stands for the London Inter-bank Offered Rate and
refers to the interest-rate average calculated from estimates submitted by the leading banks in London.
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economic conditions” (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2021). The
authors find a significant relationship between tone in the Beige Book, volatility, and
trading volume. These results are confirmed in more recent works by Smales and
Apergis (2017) and Brusa et al. (2020).

As words take on different meanings in different contexts (Tai and Kao, 2013), for
this method it is important to consider the domain of study and select an appropriate
lexicon that can capture the correct meaning. To overcome these differences for the
financial domain, Loughran and McDonald (2011) have designed a custom lexicon to
assess sentiment. This lexicon has been used previously to analyze ECB communication
by Schmeling and Wagner (2019); Küsters (2021) as well as Paloviita et al. (2020),
who slightly modified the list with some bank-specific terms. Schmeling and Wagner
(2019) uses the lexicon measures relative negativity of 209 ECB press conference given
between 1999 and 2017. The findings suggest that a shift in tone to a more positive
outlook increases stock prices in the EU and leads to a decrease in volatility risk premia
and credit spreads.2. They also found that the tone sensitivity of individual stocks is
dependent on their systematic risk. Küsters (2021) applied the Loughran & McDonald
lexicon to all ECB communication (press conferences and other speeches) and found
that the semantic message of ECB speeches reached a drastic turning point after the
financial crisis of 2008. The number of speeches given by the ECB increased, the overall
sentiment conveyed in speeches dropped from generally positive to negative and their
semantic content changed drastically (measured through tf-idf ).

Picault and Renault (2017)’s work – which was mentioned previously in subsec-
tion 3.1.2 – is also relevant for this method as they used hand-coding to developed a
field-specific dictionary for ECB communication, which can be used by other researchers
too.

Within the domain of central banking, another dimension is typically considered.
Tadle (2017) has developed a lexicon specifically for hawkish and dovish terms. These
lists are used to measure the monetary policy tilt of each document, similar to the
sentiment measures outlined in the previous paragraph.

Parle (2020) created a lexicon method that considers both the hawkish and dovish
monetary policy tilt as well as the sentiment conveyed in ECB communication. In
this method, the number of hawkish and dovish terms in each statement/sentence is
counted, and the passage is classified as the most dominant class. Next, the sentence
polarity is determined by the use of another lexicon. Each sentence then has two labels:
one for the polarity and one for the hawkish or dovishness. In the case of negative
sentiment in combination with a hawkish base sentence, the polarity of the sentence
is switched from hawkish to dovish; in the case of a positive sentence, no alterations
occur. Hawkish sentences get a score of 1 and dovish sentences get a score of -1. These
scores are then aggregated and divided by the number of sentences to get the relative
tilt of the document. This hawkish-dovish indicator outperforms both the Loughran
and McDonald (2011) sentiment lexicon and the AFINN dictionary in predicting the
market response (Nielsen, 2017).3 The results suggest that a hawkish policy tilt is
associated with increased stock market reactions, and vice versa (i.e. a dovish tilt leads
to a drop in stock prices). This is especially true for statements before the introduction

2In the study by Schmeling and Wagner (2019), this negativity indicator is constructed by subtract-
ing the number of positive words in the text from the number of negative words and dividing it by the
sum of the positive and negative words in the text.

3Similarly to the Loughran and McDonald (2011) lexicon, the AFINN dictionary is a lexicon designed
to measure sentiment. The AFINN dictionary, however, is not tailored towards the financial domain.
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of formal forward guidance (before 2003), suggesting that communication by the ECB
has become more transparent and less surprising after this.

3.1.4 Transfer learning

Though topic modeling and a lexicon-based method have shown good results for an-
alyzing central bank communication, as evidenced in the section above (e.g. Picault
and Renault, 2017; Schmeling and Wagner, 2019; Parle, 2020; Paloviita et al., 2020),
in recent years the field of NLP has been dominated by deep learning models. These
models form a stark contrast with earlier models that commonly follow a “top-down”
deductive approach, following a pre-defined set of linguistic rules. Contemporary deep
learning models, on the contrary, rely on “bottom-up” induction, in which linguistic
patterns are inferred from enormous language corpora. The rules are then not pre-
defined by researchers, but instead learned based on natural linguistic expressions.
These pre-trained models have shown state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of
NLP benchmarks, such as sentiment analysis, question-and-answering systems, natural
language inference, and machine translation (Dai and Le, 2015; Peters et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018).

Though deep learning models have not yet been applied extensively to central bank
communication, their application has been explored for its higher level, the financial
domain. One of the earliest works that implement deep learning methods for finan-
cial texts is presented by Kraus and Feuerriegel (2017). They use a long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural network to analyze sentiment in regulated German ad-hoc an-
nouncements to predict stock-market movement. LSTM models are recurrent neural
networks that are capable of processing sequential inputs with very long dependencies
between related input signals (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). Recurrent neural
networks (or RNNs) are popular deep learning models that process input in sequential
order, allowing the RNN to learn context-sensitive features. However, the RNN archi-
tecture is prone to vanishing (the gradient becomes too small) and exploding gradients
(the gradient becomes too large) and short context dependencies, which limit their
performance on real-life data. The LSTM architecture was designed to alleviate these
problems through the use of “forget gates” that prevent exploding gradients during
back-propagation.

Kraus and Feuerriegel (2017) found that the LSTM model significantly outperforms
traditional machine learning methods on this dataset in terms of accuracy. This idea
that deep learning models outperform traditional alternatives is confirmed by several
other researchers, such as Sohangir et al. (2018); Lutz et al. (2018) and Maia et al.
(2018). Additionally, Kraus and Feuerriegel (2017) find that pre-training their model
on a larger corpus improves the model’s results.

Unfortunately, there is also a major drawback with these deep learning methods,
namely that they need very large amounts of labeled data to be effective. In the financial
domain, however, and especially in the field of central bank communication, this data
is often limited. Transfer learning offers a solution to this problem. The main principle
behind transfer learning is that a general model is created from a very large corpus,
which can then be used to initialize the weights of another model in downstream tasks.
For language specifically, this means that the model first learns how a language operates
in general terms (i.e. how words appear in a sentence in that language), and can then
be further fine-tuned to a specific task, such as sentiment analysis. As creating the
general language model does not require labeled data to learn patterns between words
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in a sentence, this alleviates the need that deep learning models have for labeled data.

BERT

One of such transfer learning models that has shown state-of-the-art performance on
numerous NLP tasks is Devlin et al. (2018)’s Bi-directional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT). The model is trained on a corpus of sentences extracted
from BookCorpus and English Wikipedia, which together contain over 3,500 million
words. This enormous dataset allows the BERT model to learn relations between
words and consequently construct an accurate general model of the English language.
It uses these sentences to learn contextual relationships between words in a sentence
and sentences in a document to build a general language model that can be easily be
fine-tuned to a specific task with an additional output layer.

The BERT model uses these sentences to learn contextual relationships between
words in a sentence and sentences in a document to build a general language model
that can be easily be fine-tuned to a specific task with an additional output layer. For
a detailed overview of the BERT architecture, see section 5.1. In the current thesis,
it is explored whether this conceptually elegant approach can be used to analyze the
impact of ECB communication on market volatility.

Algebris study At the time of this publication, it seems that BERT has only been
applied to central bank communication - more specifically that of the FOMC - in a
single (non-academic) study by Pan and He (2021). In their model, they combined three
different BERT-based models to construct a so-called Dove-o-meter, which assesses the
degree of hawkishness and dovishness in FOMC communication.

The model uses a weighted combination of sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019) and ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020) to find relevant passages for four different
topics: (1) economic growth, (2) inflation, (3) labor market, and (4) monetary policy.
These two models are query-based, which means that they are designed to find relevant
passages based on a query. For each topic, some input phrases are defined that are
indicative of either a hawkish or dovish monetary policy stance. For each document, the
score for each of the four topics is calculated by taking the spread of hawkish passages
over dovish ones.4 This model, in combination with a number of macro-variables5, has
shown a good fit (adjusted R2 of 0.52) in predicting market volatility.6

However, a similar deep learning approach has not yet been explored in the context
of ECB communication. Therefore, we propose a BERT-based approach inspired by
(Pan and He, 2021) to study how the dynamics of topic, HD-tilt, and sentiment in ECB
press conferences relate to the European stock market volatility on Governing Council
meeting days. The full details of this approach will be outlined in chapter 5.

4As the publication by Pan and He (2021) is a corporate article and not a research study, the data
and models are not publicly available and many details are left out of the article. It is, for example, at
which threshold a passage is considered topically relevant, nor is it clear how the hawkish/dovish score
and the sentiment polarity are aggregated to form a single score for each topic. In subsection 5.2.3, I
address these issues and explain in detail how they were approached for the current model.

5The variables used by Pan and He (2021) include: US Manufacturing ISM, unemployment rate,
YoY Core CPI rate, economic policy uncertainty index and financial conditions index. In the article,
it is not explained how these control variables are obtained or determined.

6Though the authors report a good fit of 0.52 in adjusted R2, they do not provide a model of
comparison to show the added benefit of their proposed model concerning other models.



Chapter 4

Data

This section introduces the data used for this thesis. It describes the steps undertaken
to gather the data, clean it and convert it from textual to numerical data to prepare it
for further analysis. Additionally, it presents the financial data, in the format of market
volatility and control variables, used to measure the market reaction to the information
conveyed in the press conference.

4.1 ECB Speeches

Speech structure

The ECB publishes her monetary policy decisions at 13:45 CET on Governing Council
monetary policy meeting days. The press conference starts at 14:30 CET on the same
day. Each press conference consists of an introductory statement by the ECB presi-
dent, which explains the monetary policy decision, and a Question-and-Answer (Q&A)
section, in which journalists can ask the president of the ECB questions about these
decisions.

The introductory statement is drafted carefully in advance of its release. Through-
out the years, the structure of the introductory statement has remained relatively the
same. After a brief greeting by the ECB president, the introductory statement be-
gins with an assessment of the perceived risk to price stability by the ECB, followed
by a concise summary of her monetary policy decision. The summary is followed by
a description of the economic and monetary analysis, which provides information on
sector developments and price developments in the Euro area. The economic analy-
sis and monetary analysis explain how the Governing Council evaluates the risks to
price stability. The economic analysis looks at trends in the short- to medium-term,
whereas the monetary analysis looks at the medium- to long-term. In addition, from
the year 2003 onward, a cross-check paragraph was introduced to compare signals from
the economic analysis and monetary policy (European Central Bank, 2003). Finally,
the president typically concludes the introductory statement by drawing attention to
the need for diligent fiscal policy and structural reforms. The introductory statement is
then followed by a Question-and-Answers (Q&A) section, in which journalists can ask
questions to the president of the ECB. The Q&A section is an important moment for
the ECB in which she can clarify the points made in the introductory statement and
emphasize these points again. In conclusion, each speech consists of 6 different parts:
(1) summary; (2) economic analysis; (3) monetary analysis; (4) cross-check paragraph;
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(5) fiscal policy and structural reforms; and (6) Q&A section.

However, it is important to keep in mind that these speeches are limited by certain
communication rules. As such, ECB press conferences are no impartial display of
the underlying thoughts of the speaker but rather seek to influence and manage the
expectations of the audience.

General statistics

This analysis considers all ECB press conferences available from the inception of the
ECB to the present day, ranging from January 1999 to March 2021.

This data spans over the presidency of four different ECB presidents: Willem
Duisenberg (56 speeches), Jean-Claude Trichet (95 press conferences), Marco Draghi
(77 press conferences), and Christine Lagarde (10 press conferences). Though each pres-
idential term was the same in length (i.e., eight years), Trichet has given more speeches
than his predecessor Duisenberg and successor Draghi because, during Trichet’s pres-
idential term, the press conferences occurred twelve times a year (once every month),
which was adapted to once every six weeks (eight times a year) during Draghi’s term.1

An additional two speeches are also included in the analysis but do not have a known
speaker. They occur in the presidency shift between Trichet and Draghi and Draghi
and Lagarde and are therefore likely to be one of these three presidents.

In total, 250 speeches were scraped from the ECB website. A single speech, given
on 2003-05-08, contains only a Q&A section. This speech was given via a slideshow
presentation and was not transcribed, and therefore no text is provided for the intro-
ductory statement. The Q&A section, however, is recorded. A total of 8 speeches
are extracted that do not contain a Q&A section (the speeches given on 1998-06-0?,
1998-07-08, 1998-09-11, 2001-12-13, 2003-09-17, 2003-10-13, 2005-01-20, and 2005-01-
21). After careful consideration, we chose not to consider the speeches without a Q&A
section in our analysis. After removing these speeches, the entire dataset contains 242
speeches, including the single speech with only a Q&A section.

Web-scraping and pre-processing

The ECB speeches are available through the official ECB website.2 A web-scraping
algorithm (1) divides the text into the introductory statement and the Q&A section,
(2) assigns every paragraph to a section following the division outlined in section 4.1
based on the bold text that appears in the HTML source; and (3) removes the answers
and speaker references from the Q&A section.

The introductory statement and Q&A section were separated because the former
is drafted in advance and follows a standardized structure, whereas the latter does
not and instead is a spontaneous response by the ECB president. As this difference
might significantly impact model performance (Denny and Spirling, 2018), the models
outlined in chapter 5 are run on these sections separately as well as a combination (i.e.,
the entire text) to examine the importance of each section.

Additionally, the introductory statement was divided into five different categories
((1) initial summary, (2) economic analysis, (3) monetary analysis, (4) cross-check
paragraph, and (5) fiscal policy and structural reforms) based on the headers indicated

1As Lagarde is still in her term, it is only logical that she has not led as many press conferences as
the other presidents, who have each completed their 8-year term.

2The speeches are available via https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pressconf.

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pressconf
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Figure 4.1: An example of the Q&A section of a press conference, showcasing the in-
text speaker references and questions asked by journalists. This example is the press
conference on 24 October 2019, given by Mario Draghi.

in bold. This division follows the structure outlined by Klejdysz et al. (2018) and
(Venturini, 2020), who examined the structural differences between these sections.3

Finally, the answers were removed from the Q&A section to reduce the amount of
unnecessary data, as questions asked by journalists do not add to the point of view of
the ECB. Besides, the in-text speaker references were removed from the transcripts.
Additionally, the original text as scraped from the ECB website contains the name
of the speaker before a statement (see Figure 4.1, which is not necessary for further
analysis and thus removed.

Additional meta-information was extracted from the ECB press conferences, such
as (1) the date of the press conference, (2) the ECB president giving the speech, and
(3) the length of the statement. We measured the length of the press conference both in
the number of sentences as well as the number of tokens. These numbers were obtained
through the word tokenize and sent tokenize packages of NLTK (Bird et al., 2009).

Finally, punctuation was removed from the text, and NTLK was used to remove
stopwords from the text. Removing punctuation will become useful later when building
the baseline model, which counts the number of positive and negative words in the
remaining tokens. This step is not necessary for the BERT models, which does not
require this additional pre-processing step.

Exploratory data analysis

As can be observed from Table 4.1, removing the answers from the Q&A section has
significantly reduced the number of tokens and sentences in the transcripts. Yet, regard-
less of the pre-processing steps undertaken, the answer section is consistently longer in
token and sentence length than the introductory statement. In addition, the division
of the total number of sentences used suggests that the sentences used in the answer

3Though the data was divided into different parts, we did not perform further analysis on the
importance of each section for the current thesis due to time constraints. It may be interesting to
explore this in future work.
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section are typically shorter in nature than those in the introductory statement (an
average of 21.7 tokens per sentence for the answer section versus 24.6 tokens in the in-
troductory statement). This length difference was to be expected as the Q&A section
calls for spontaneous responses to questions prompted by journalists. The introductory
statement, on the other hand, is carefully drafted in advance and is thereby likely to
be longer and more complex in nature (SOURCE).

raw
after pre-
processing

after stop-
word removal

documents 250 242 242

tokens 1,460,065 829,304 455,259
- introduction 362,308 (25.0%) 338,125 (40.7%) 208,397 (45.8%)
- answer section 1,087,757 (75.0%) 491,179 (59.3%) 246,862 (54.2%)

sentences 64,631 36,407 36,407
- introduction 14,635 (23.0%) 13,755 (38.8%) 13,755 (38.8%)
- answer section 48,996 (77.0%) 22,652 (62.2%) 22,652 (62.2%)

Table 4.1: General statistics for the ECB press conference dataset.

In Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.2, the token division over the two separate sections of the
press conferences are plotted. As can be observed from the graph, the Q&A section is
typically slightly longer than the introductory statement. Overall, looking at Figure 4.2
in which the number of tokens in the introductory statement and answer section are
stacked to show the division as part of the entire transcript, it can be observed that there
are differences over time in how lengthy the press conferences are. When observing the
number of words used by different presidents it can be observed that both Trichet and
Lagarde tend to provide lengthier press conferences with an average of 1,593.3 (Trichet)
and 1,800 (Lagarde) tokens in the introductory statement and 2,414 (Trichet) and 2,243
tokens in the answer section. The remaining presidents, Duisenberg and Draghi, were
more concise with an average of 1,179.4 (Duisenberg) and 1,307.8 (Draghi) tokens used
in the introductory statement and 1,604.6 (Duisenberg) and 1,917.1 (Draghi) tokens
used in the answer section. This pattern can also be observed in Figure 4.2. Because
of these differences among presidents, the president is included as a control variable in
the dataset.

The text was preprocessed further to prepare it for the baseline algorithm, which
makes use of a lexicon method. Our main model, BERT, does not require further
preprocessing as it takes the raw sentence. The preprocessing steps undertaken for the
baseline are described in subsection 5.2.2.

4.2 Financial data

In this thesis, we seek to examine the impact of ECB communication on market volatil-
ity. Therefore, we need a proxy for the market volatility, which is outlined in detail in
subsection 4.2.1. Moreover, following other studies (e.g. Klejdysz et al., 2018; Pan and
He, 2021), which have shown that textual information alone is not sufficient in accu-
rately predicting market response due to interfering variables, several control variables
which are described in subsection 4.2.2 were added to this analysis,
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Figure 4.2: The division of tokens over the introductory statement and answer section
over time. The tokens of the two separated sections are stacked in this figure in order
to show the token division over the entire text over time.

Figure 4.3: The division of tokens over the introductory statement and the answer
section over time.
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4.2.1 VSTOXX

The variable that is used as a proxy for market volatility in this thesis is VSTOXX.
VSTOXX is an equity volatility index, computed from prices of options on the Eu-
roStoxx50, and is commonly viewed as a proxy for uncertainty and risk aversion in
the EU (Bekaert et al., 2013; Miranda-Agrippino et al., 2015). It covers the 50 largest
firms in the Eurozone and was previously used to measure the impact of ECB press
conference tone on the European stock market by Fratzscher et al. (2016); Picault
and Renault (2017); Schmeling and Wagner (2019) and Klejdysz et al. (2018). The
VSTOXX dataset was retrieved from investing.com.4.

To prepare the dataset for further research the series was log-transformed and dif-
ferenced to obtain the movement of the stock on the days of the press conferences.
Figure 4.4 shows the differenced log-movement of the VSTOXX on the days of the
press conferences.

Figure 4.4: Differenced VSTOXX log-movement on press conference days.

Previous studies (e.g. Klejdysz et al., 2018; Pan and He, 2021) on similar data
have previously worked with a regression task to predict detailed movement. For the
current thesis, this task is instead simplified to a classification task by dividing the
market volatility data into three classes: increased uncertainty, decreased uncertainty,
and stable. The cut-off threshold to divide this data was defined by determining the
standard deviation, dividing it by 3, and adding or subtracting it from 0, depending
on the direction of movement.

To avoid overfitting on the dataset, the classes were down-sampled and balanced.
To get an equal distribution of the dataset, we did not randomize the sample taken
from each of the three classes. Instead, we selected the speeches with the largest change
in movement in each direction to represent the class. For the stable class, the middle
point was determined, and the data points closest to this middle point on either side
were selected. After down-sampling, the rotal dataset was reduced to 156 entries, with
52 data points in each category.

4https://www.investing.com/indices/stoxx-50-volatility-vstoxx-eur-historical-data
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4.2.2 Control variables

In line with previous studies on the influence of ECB communication on market volatil-
ity (e.g. Klejdysz et al., 2018; Pan and He, 2021), several control variables were added
to the dataset. Control variables are elements that are added to the dataset to limit
the influence of unrelated third variables that may impact the relationship between
the independent (i.e., the text) and dependent variables (i.e., market volatility). These
control variables themselves are not of interest to the aims of this study but solely serve
to improve the understanding of the relationship between the variables examined in the
experiment.

The three control variables added are as follows: (1) uncertainty index of the EU,
(2) unemployment rates in the EU, and (3) German 2-year bond yields. Each of these
control variables will be outlined briefly in the following sections.

As will be outlined in more detail in section 5.4, each model was run twice: once
with and once without control variables. This step allows us to assess the effectiveness
of the control variables on the dataset and task in question. If the control variables
lead to an improvement in model performance, the variables perform as expected and
are limiting the influence of third variables. If they do not, they do not add relevant
information.

Uncertainty index

The first control variable, the uncertainty index is taken from the website of Economic
Policy Uncertainty.5 This index was constructed based on newspaper articles regard-
ing policy uncertainty. To construct the uncertainty index, the number of newspaper
articles containing the (translated) terms uncertain or uncertainty, economic or econ-
omy, and one or more policy-relevant terms are counted.6 This number is divided
by the total number of articles in that newspaper for that month to get the relative
uncertainty index. An uncertainty index is constructed based on two newspapers for
Germany, Italy, Spain, France, and the United Kingdom, 7. Subsequently, the scores
of each county are aggregated to form the European Uncertainty Index.

This index is calculated monthly, starting from the year 1987. As the data spans over
an entire month, it is not possible to directly pair this score with the press conference
dates, and thus, to overcome this problem, the data points were interpolated for the
intermediate dates. The interpolated score was then added to the appropriate day.

Unemployment rates

The unemployment rates were obtained from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD).8 They report the unemployment indicator for the EU re-
gion measured as the number of unemployed people as a percentage of the labor force
(the total number of unemployed people plus those in employment) (OECD, 2021).

5See https://www.policyuncertainty.com/europe_monthly.html.
6As the newspapers used to construct the Economic Policy Index appear in different languages, the

term-searches are performed in the native language of the paper in question.
7The newspapers for each of these countries are the following. France: Le Monde and Le Figaro;

Germany: Handelsblatt and Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung ; Italy: Corriere Della Sera and La Stampa;
Spain: El Mundo and El Pais; United Kingdom: The Times of London and Financial Times.

8https://data.oecd.org/unemp/unemployment-rate.htm

https://www.policyuncertainty.com/europe_monthly.html
https://data.oecd.org/unemp/unemployment-rate.htm
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Similar to the data on uncertainty in the EU region, the data points are available
monthly, and thus the data points are interpolated for the intermediate days.

German 2-year government bond yields

The German 2-year government bond yields were taken from investing.com.9 A govern-
ment bond is a debt security issued by a government to support government spending.
By buying a bond, you give the issuer - in this case, a government - a loan, and they
agree to pay you back with interest on a specific date. The interest rate differs over
time, and a bond becomes more attractive for investors when the interest rates are
high and thus yield higher returns. This specific control variable then pertains to the
interest rates over the German 2-year bonds.

The German 2-year bond yields were available daily and thus can be added easily
to the dataset on appropriate press conference days.

9https://www.investing.com/rates-bonds/germany-2-year-bond-yield-historical-data

https://www.investing.com/rates-bonds/germany-2-year-bond-yield-historical-data


Chapter 5

Methods

This chapter describes the methodology employed in this thesis to implement the BERT
model to extract relevant information from ECB press conferences and examine its
relationship with market volatility.

In this thesis, we propose a feature-extraction approach that consists of three BERT-
based models (sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), ELECTRA (Clark et al.,
2020), and finBERT (Araci, 2019)) that work in tandem to determine the topic, the
hawkish or dovish tilt, and the sentiment expressed within each press conference. This
ensemble approach was inspired by previous work by Pan and He (2021), who proposed
a similar three-part model to assess the hawkish and dovish tilt of FOMC (Federal Open
Market Committee, the central bank of the United States of America) communication
and relate this to movement on the American market. This ensemble approach will be
compared to a baseline, based on the Loughran and McDonald sentiment lexicon (2011),
which has previously shown good performance on this dataset and task (Schmeling and
Wagner, 2019; Paloviita et al., 2020; Küsters, 2021). The features obtained through the
baseline and ensemble approach will then be fed into a classification model to examine
the relationship between these features and market volatility.

This chapter begins with an overview of the BERT-model architecture and how
this model can be employed for ECB communication. Next, we present the feature
engineering section of the pipeline, starting with general linguistic features, followed by
the lexicon-based baseline method, and finally the BERT-based ensemble pipeline. The
chapter is concluded with an overview of the classification model and the experiments
performed to select the appropriate models and parameters.

5.1 Background on BERT

Model architecture

The BERT (Bi-directional Encoder Representations from Transformers) model, as
designed by Devlin et al. (2018), is a pre-trained language model that has shown state-
of-the-art performance on numerous natural language processing tasks (e.g. ). BERT
is trained on a corpus of sentences from BookCorpus and English Wikipedia, which
together contain over 3,500 million words. This enormous dataset filled with natu-
ral language examples allows the model to learn the general structure of the English
language.

The BERT model outperforms other contextual models thanks to its unique model

25
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architecture and training objectives, which allow the model to learn the relationships
between words in a language in a more favorable way.

This model consists- as the name suggests - of a number of Transformer encoder
layers stacked on top of each other.1. A typical Transformer model consists of two
separate mechanisms – an encoder and a decoder – that work in tandem to read the
input and create a prediction based on this input. First, the encoder reads in the text,
and then the decoder produces a prediction for the task based on the input as provided
by the encoder. These two systems work together to read in the text and make a
prediction based on what is read (Vaswani et al., 2017). As only the encoder structure
is replicated in BERT, however, the goal of BERT is not to provide any predictions over
the dataset but solely to represent the text and language in an appropriate manner.

The encoder structure consists of two parts: a self-attention layer and a feed-forward
neural network. The self-attention layer allows the model to consider the other words
(or the context) in the sequence as it reads in and processes each word in the input
sequence. This layer allows the model to create a better encoding for each word in the
text sequence as it takes into account the context and determines the weights of the
model.

Moreover, the encoders used in BERT are bi-directional, which also strengthens the
contextual knowledge of the BERT language model. This bi-directionality means that,
in contrast to (uni-)directional models, which read the text input sequentially (either
from left to right or from right to left), the bi-directional encoders used by BERT reads
the entire input sequence of words at once. 2 This structure allows the BERT model
to learn the context of a word in the input sequence based on all surrounding words,
rather than on one side only.

During the training phase, the BERT model uses two main strategies which allow
it to optimize context learning:

1. Masked Language Modelling (MLM)
In MLM, 15% of the words in each input sequence is replaced with a token
mask. The model then attempts to predict the original token based on the con-
text provided in the remaining unmasked section of the text sequence. This
strategy allows the BERT model to learn more from context than traditional
(uni-)directional models, which only consider either the left or the right side of
the masked word.

2. Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)
In NSP, the BERT model receives pairs of sequences as input and is then taught
to predict whether the second sequence in the sequence pair is the sequence that
directly follows the first sequence of the sequence pair in the original document.
During the training phase, the training sample is equally balanced with 50%
matching pairs (consisting of a sequence and the following sequence in the orig-
inal document) and 50% non-matching pairs (consisting of two randomly paired
sequences).

1Devlin et al. (2018) has published two BERT models of differing sizes: BERT-base and BERT-large.
BERT-base consists of 12 encoder layers, with a hidden size of 768, 12 multi-head attention heads, and
110M parameters in total. BERT-large consists of 24 encoder layers with a hidden size of 1024, 16
multi-head attention heads and 340M parameters

2It would be more appropriate to describe the BERT encoders as non-directional rather than bi-
directional. The encoders do not read the input sequence in both directions as the term bi-directionality
suggests, but rather all at once.
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All in all, the BERT model allows us to translate text into contextualized vector
representations, which can be used for further processing. The BERT model archi-
tecture does not have a Decoder layer in its base form, and thus to use BERT for
a prediction task, typically these embeddings are fed into a different model that can
perform this prediction.

Applying BERT to ECB communication

However, applying BERT to ECB communication comes with two main challenges: the
domain of ECB communication and the lengthy nature of these press conferences.

The first challenge faced is that the ECB communication and press conferences
lie within a very distinct domain of communication: the financial domain, and more
precisely the domain of central bank communication. As ECB communication occurs
within the financial domain, it is not representative of everyday language, on which the
original BERT model was trained (Devlin et al., 2018). This domain difference means
that words may carry a different meaning within ECB texts than they do in everyday
contexts. The verbs ”to increase” or ”to rise”, for example, generally carry a positive
sentiment in everyday contexts, but may carry a negative sentiment in sentences in the
financial domain such as ”In recent years, inflation has increased rapidly.” or ”We can
observe that unemployment rates are rising.”. Previous research has confirmed this idea
and has shown that general language models, such as the BERT-base or BERT-large
models (Devlin et al., 2018), may not be effective within this domain (Araci, 2019).
This is a consequence of the fact that words that are used in an everyday context may
carry a different meaning within the financial domain and particularly central bank
communication.

Fortunately, however, to overcome this problem, Araci (2019) has developed a BERT
model specifically for the financial domain: finBERT. A benefit of the BERT model
architecture is that it is highly versatile and can be easily pre-trained and/or fine-tuned
to different domains and tasks by adding data from that domain to the training set.
The finBERT model has been trained on the Thomas Reuters Text Research Collection
(TRC2) corpus, which includes 46,143 documents with over 29 million words spread
over nearly 400,000 sentences from the financial domain (Lewis et al., 2004). This
model has shown significant improvement over the general BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2018) for natural language processing tasks in the financial domain (Araci, 2019), and
it is therefore hypothesized that it will also perform well on ECB communication.

The second obstacle that must be overcome when applying the BERT model to
ECB communication is the length of these transcripts. Due to quadratically increasing
memory and time consumption in BERT’s self-attention layer, BERT is unable to
process texts longer than the maximum token limit, which usually lies at 512 word
pieces (Ding et al., 2020). This means that BERT cannot be applied directly to ECB
press conferences, which is typically much longer in nature than 512 tokens with an
average of 3,455 tokens per press conference after pre-processing.3

To overcome this issue, the text needs to be split into smaller chunks, so that BERT
can analyze these sections individually, and combine them at a later stage. There are
several options in doing so. A straightforward solution is to make use of a sliding

3Even after pre-processing and removing irrelevant information and the questions from the Q&A
section, the shortest press conference in the corpus contains 549 tokens, which still passes the maximum
of 512 tokens. The longest text even contains 6,443 tokens.
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window, in which shorter spans of maximally 512 tokens are processed continuously
and the embeddings created are aggregated to form a single representation.

However, the sliding window method suffers from the lack of long-distance attention.
Therefore, some BERT architectures have been defined that are capable of dealing with
long texts, such as CogLTX (Ding et al., 2020) and BERT-AL (Zhang et al., 2019).
BERT-AL (BERT for Arbitrarily Long document understanding) feeds smaller chunks
of text into parallel multi-layer BERT and uses multi-channel LSTMs to combine these
sections and capture global information crossing (Zhang et al., 2019). This allows
BERT-AL to process texts of any arbitrary length. CogLTX (Cognize Long TeXts)’s
architecture is slightly more complex. This model is based on human working memory,
which is similarly limited in processing capacity. The CogLTX uses a BERT model that
functions as a judge and scores each passage for relevance. The relevant passages are
then concatenated for reasoning, and enables multi-step reasoning via rehearsal and
decay (Ding et al., 2020).

Based on the previous section, we can conclude that to effectively analyze ECB
communication with a BERT-based model, we need a system that is not only capable of
dealing with longer texts but is also optimized for the financial domain. Unfortunately,
the more complex methods of dealing with long documents (such as BERT-AL (Zhang
et al., 2019) and CogLTX (Ding et al., 2020)) are not optimized for the financial domain.
At the same time, the finBERT (Araci, 2019) is not designed to deal with longer
documents.

To overcome this challenge, we emphasize the importance of a domain-specific model
and propose an ensemble model based on the sliding window approach, in which the
text is split into small chunks and fed into a three-part BERT-based ensemble model
that was designed specifically for the domain of central bank communication. This
model takes into account each of the three concepts (topic, HD-tilt, and sentiment)
that were found to be important within this domain (refer back to chapter 3 for an
overview).

5.2 Feature engineering

In the upcoming section, the steps undertaken to obtain the relevant features for this
project will be outlined, starting with an overview of the general linguistic features that
were added to each approach. Next, we will present the features determined for the
lexicon-based baseline method, and the ensemble model.

Each of the features described in the sections below is calculated separately for the
introductory statement, the answer section, and their combination or the text as a
whole.

5.2.1 General linguistic features

Several general linguistic features are included in the feature set for both the baseline
and the ensemble model. The features are as follows:

• Number of sentences. This is calculated through NLTK’s sent tokenize (Loper
and Bird, 2002).

• Number of tokens (including stopwords). This is calculated through NLTK’s
word tokenize (Loper and Bird, 2002).
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• Number of tokens (excluding stopwords). This is calculated through NLTK’s
word tokenize (Loper and Bird, 2002) after removing stopwords with NLTK.

5.2.2 Baseline approach

The baseline approach is a lexicon-based method that uses the Loughran and McDon-
ald lexicon (2011). This lexicon was designed specifically to measure sentiment in the
financial domain, and it contains 353 positive terms and 2,337 negative terms that are
used frequently in the financial domain. The lexicon has previously shown good perfor-
mance in the domain of central bank and specifically ECB communication (Schmeling
and Wagner, 2019; Paloviita et al., 2020; Küsters, 2021; Parle, 2020).

To assign a sentiment score to each document, it is counted how many times the
words from the positive and negative list appear in the text. To decrease the processing
time when looping over the tokens in the text, the following additional pre-processing
steps are undertaken for the baseline. First, the text is stripped from punctuation, and
after tokenization through NLTK’s word tokenize, the stopwords are removed (Loper
and Bird, 2002). For the remaining original tokens, along with their lemmatized and
stemmed form, it is then counted how many times any of the three forms appears in the
positive and negative word list. In this way, we end up with a number for the positive
terms and a number for the negative terms.

These numbers are then made relative by dividing them by the total number of
tokens (excluding stopwords) in the text. Additionally, a single sentiment score was
calculated over the document by subtracting the number of negative terms from the
number of positive terms and dividing it by the sum of sentiment terms (either positive
or negative) in the text. The formula for this sentiment score is as follows:

sentiment =
npositive − nnegative

npositive + nnegative
(5.1)

In essence, this sentiment score shows the relative polarity of sentiment conveyed in
the text and forms a score between -1 and 1. This method of representing document-
wide sentiment is based on earlier work by Schmeling and Wagner (2019).4

In conclusion, the baseline method prepares three features for the classification
model:

• Relative positivity. Calculated by counting the number of positive terms in the
document that appear positive wordlist of the Loughran and McDonald lexicon
(2011) and dividing it by the total number of tokens (excluding stopwords).

• Relative negativity. Calculated by counting the number of negative terms in
the document that appears in the negative wordlist of the lexicon and dividing it
by the total number of tokens (excluding stopwords).

4In their paper, Schmeling and Wagner (2019) uses a reverse polarity representation, representing
the relative negative sentiment expressed in the document. It is calculated by subtracting the number
of positive words from the number of negative words and dividing this by the total number of identified
sentiment tokens in the text. This is the opposite of our (read: positive) sentiment measure, but it
captures the same phenomenon. It can be easily calculated by subtracting our sentiment measure from
1.
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• Relative sentiment. Calculated by subtracting the number of negative terms
from the number of positive terms and dividing it by the total number of sentiment
terms (sum of the number of positive and negative terms).

5.2.3 Ensemble approach

The feature-engineering approach that we propose in this thesis is a three-part BERT-
based method, inspired by an article by Pan and He (2021). This approach determines
not only the sentiment conveyed in each press conference but also the division of topics
discussed and the hawkish or dovish tilt of the transcript. Moreover, it allows us
to employ a selection threshold that filters out irrelevant sentences from the press
conferences. It is hypothesized that this multi-feature approach along with the selection
threshold will lead to improved performance in predicting market volatility based on
ECB communication.

The three models used in this set-up are the following:

1. sentence-BERT
The sentence-BERT model (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) is a RoBERTa-based
model (Liu et al., 2019; Sanh et al., 2019). RoBERTa is a retrained and optimized
version of BERT that has shown improved performance on tasks such as GLUE,
RACE, and SQuAD (Liu et al., 2019). For sentence-BERT, the model was dis-
tilled, which is a compression technique in which a smaller model is trained to
reproduce the behavior of a larger model (Sanh et al., 2019). Finally, sentence-
BERT is modified to ”derive semantically meaningful sentence embeddings that
can be compared using cosine-similarity” (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

Cosine-similarity comparison measures the similarity between two vectors, and it
is a common method in text analysis to measure the similarity of two documents
or sentences. It is measured by the cosine of the angle between the two vectors
and determines whether the vectors are roughly pointing in the same direction.
In the case of high similarity, the cosine-similarity is close to -1; in the case of low
similarity, the cosine-similarity is closer to -1.

2. ELECTRA
The second model is the ELECTRA model (Clark et al., 2020), an adapted BERT
model that replaces the MLM task implemented during the training phase of the
traditional BERT model (Devlin et al. (2018), see section 5.1) with replaced token
detection. In this task, instead of masking 15% of the tokens, they are replaced
with plausible alternatives taken from a small generative network. The training
object of the BERT model, in this case, is shifted to a discrimination task, in
which the BERT model is asked to identify whether the sample contains the
original token or a token generated by the generative network. This approach is
very effective at teaching BERT to learn contextual representations, particularly
for small models.

3. finBERT
The final and third model is the finBERT model (Araci, 2019), which was al-
ready discussed earlier in this chapter. FinBERT is a BERT-based model that is
optimized to detect sentiment within the financial domain. The model has been
trained on the Thomas Reuters Text Research Collection (TRC2) corpus, which
includes 46,143 documents with over 29 million words spread over nearly 400,000
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sentences from the financial domain (Lewis et al., 2004). This model has shown
significant improvement over the general BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) for
natural language processing tasks in the financial domain (Araci, 2019).

These three models work in tandem to determine the topic, tilt, and sentiment
for each sentence in the press conferences. This is done according to the pipeline as
visualized in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Simple visualisation of the ensemble model overview.

First, the sentences in the document are passed into the first two models, sentence-
BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020), to identify
the topic and tilt conveyed in each sentence. Each model constructs a vector repre-
sentation for each sentence, which allows us to compare these sentences to some key
phrases in terms of cosine similarity. The query sentences are taken directly from the
study by (Pan and He, 2021), and can be found in Table 5.1. They span over four
different topics: (1) economic growth, (2) inflation, (3) labor market, and (4) monetary
policy. These topics are representative of the main topics discussed in ECB communi-
cation, as previously examined by Ehrmann and Fratzscher (2007); Jegadeesh and Wu
(2017); Klejdysz et al. (2018).

For each of the topics, at least one key phrase is defined that represents either a
hawkish or dovish monetary attitude on that topic. The vector representation of each
sentence in the document is compared to the vector representation of each of these
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topics. This is done by both the sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and
the ELECTRA model (Clark et al., 2020), and so we end up with two scores for each
sentence on each topic and each tilt. These scores are combined with a weight of 30%
assigned to the sentence-BERT model and the remaining 70% to the ELECTRA model.
This weighted division is based on the study by Pan and He (2021), in which it becomes
clear that the ELECTRA model can identify relevant sentences with higher precision
than the more general scouting sentence-BERT model.

To determine the topic of the sentence in question, the two cosine-similarity scores
for that topic on the hawkish and dovish input phrases are averaged, and the highest
score out of the four averaged scores is selected as the topic of that sentence. Subse-
quently, the tilt of the sentence is determined by selecting the highest score between
the hawkish and dovish similarity score for that topic.

topic hawkish input dovish input

(1) economic growth strong economy weak economy
(2) inflation high inflation low inflation

(3) labor market
low unemployment
strong labor market

high unemployment
weak labor market

(4) monetary policy
restrictive monetary policy
decreasing asset purchases
raising interest rate

accommodative monetary policy
increasing asset purchases
lowering interest rate

Table 5.1: Input phrases used to extract relevant sentences from the dataset, following
the study by Pan and He (2021).

An example of the output of this section of the ensemble approach is provided in
Table 5.2. These scores were calculated over the example sentence ”The outlook for
growth of the world economy and thus for growth of euro area exports has remained
favorable”. As can be observed from the averaged topic scores, the sentence will be
identified as fitting under the topic of economic growth. Within the topic of economic
growth, the hawkish input sentence is more similar than the dovish input sentence, and
therefore it will be assigned the label of hawkish. These two labels, economic growth
for topic and hawkish for tilt, will be passed on to the next stage of the model. These
labels are in line with what is expected for this example sentence.

topic hawkish score dovish score topic score

(1) economic growth 0.124 0.098 0.111
(2) inflation 0.039 0.020 0.0295
(3) labor market 0.046 0.045 0.0455
(4) monetary policy 0.114 0.099 0.1065

Table 5.2: An example of the topic and tilt scores obtained by the sentence-BERT
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020) combination. These
scores were obtained on the sentence ”The outlook for growth of the world economy and
thus for growth of euro area exports has remained favourable.”.

After the topic and tilt are determined, the sentence, along with these features,
are passed on to the third model, finBERT (Araci, 2019). The finBERT model deter-
mines the sentiment of the sentence as either positive, negative, or neutral. Similar to
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the baseline approach (see subsection 5.2.2), three sentiment features are determined:
relative positivity, relative negativity, and relative sentiment.

All in all, the ensemble approach engineers a total of 8 features for each press
conference as input for the classifier model.

• 4 topic features, one for each of the topics defined ((1) economic growth, (2)
inflation, (3) labor market, and (4) monetary policy).

• 1 tilt feature, that represents the relative hawkish/dovishness of the text. The
closer this feature is to 1, the more hawkish the transcript; the closer it is to 0,
the more dovish the approach.

• 3 sentiment features, representing the relative number of positive sentences, the
relative number of negative sentences, and the relative sentiment conveyed in the
text.

5.3 Experimental overview

To assess which (combinations of) features have an impact on the performance of the
ensemble method and subsequent classification model, many different input splits are
prepared for the classification model.

The input experiments performed are split into three main types:

1. Press conference section
Options: introductory statement / answer section / full press conference
As mentioned earlier, the features described in the baseline and ensemble method
are extracted separately for the introductory statement and the answer section.
In order to see which section of the text is most informative, the model is run
separately on each section and on the text as a whole.

Based on Picault and Renault (2017) and Klejdysz et al. (2018), it is hypothesized
that the introductory statement carries the most information, and the models
run in this split will perform better than those that take into account the answer
section.

2. Ensemble features
Options: sentiment / HD-tilt & topic / ensemble (sentiment, HD-tilt & topic)
In the ensemble method, three different types of features are extracted: the topic,
the HD-tilt, and the sentiment of the press conference. To examine which of these
features is most informative, the model is run (1) with topical and HD-tilt features
but without sentiment features, and (2) with the sentiment, but without topic
and HD-tilt features, as well as (3) on their combination. By splitting the data
into these individual feature sets and comparing their performance, it allows us
to compare which of the feature (combinations) affect performance.

It is hypothesized that the combination of features will improve performance.

3. Selection threshold.
Options: no threshold / threshold of 0.1
We also experiment with the use of a selection threshold in the ensemble method
and the topic + HD-tilt method, which filters out sentences from the press con-
ferences that are not found to be fitting with any of the pre-defined topics. The
threshold introduced for this project lies at 0.1, meaning that the sentence will
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only be passed on to the sentiment model if its cosine-similarity score passes this
threshold. This method is compared to the raw ensemble model, which does not
make use of a threshold. This threshold does not apply to the sentiment-only
model.

It is hypothesized that the selection threshold will strengthen the signal and
thereby improve performance.

In conclusion, we end up with a total of 18 different feature sets to feed to the
classification model. This is visualised in Table 5.3. Each of these different feature
sets is fed to the classification model to assess how well they perform in predicting
subsequent changes in market response.

model features selection intro. answers full text

baseline sentiment all #1 #2 #3

ensemble sentiment all #4 #5 #6

ensemble topic & HD-tilt all #7 #8 #9
ensemble topic & HD-tilt >0.1 #10 #11 #12

ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt all #13 #14 #15
ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt >0.1 #16 #17 #18

Table 5.3: Overview of feature sets and their interaction that are fed into the classi-
fication model. Each #n refers to a different set of features that is explored in the
experimentation phase. #1, for example, refers to the baseline that was run on the
introductory statements only. #14, on the other hand, refers to the ensemble approach,
which contains the sentiment, topic and HD-tilt features for the answer sections, and
employs no threshold.

5.4 Classification model

The classification algorithm was set up in such a way that allows for direct comparison
of different models and parameters for each of the 18 feature combinations presented
to the model. The experimentation phase is aimed at finding the most optimal setting
of the classifier for each of them. In doing so, we examine the respective performance
of 7 different classification models, the use of Principal Components Analysis, and the
added benefit of the control variables, as defined in subsection 4.2.2.

Additionally, as the data for this project is limited (see section 4.1), it is hypoth-
esized that the model’s performance will be largely dependent on the train-test split.
Therefore, to make our results and conclusions more robust, the model is run three
times on three different train-test splits (random states of 19, 42, and 420). The results
of the best-performing model for each of the 18 feature sets in each train-test split are
saved along with its parameters. The best-performing model is obtained by running
10-fold cross-validation over each different parameter combination within that train-
test split and feature set. To get the overall accuracy for each of the 18 feature sets, the
scores of the best-performing model on each train-test for the feature set are averaged.

For the classification set of the pipeline, many models were explored to find the opti-
mal model for each feature set. The models explored are Logistic Regression (LogReg),
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Linear Discriminant Analysis (LinDA)5, K -nearest neighbor (KNN), Classification and
Regression Tree (CART), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine: Radial Basis
Function (SVM-RBF), and two XGBoost models (one without pre-defined parameters
(XGB-R: XGBoost Raw) and one with pre-defined parameters (XGB-PD: XGBoost
Pre-Defined)6).

Moreover, each of these models was run with and without the addition of Principal
Components Analysis (PCA). PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that is
commonly applied in various artificial intelligence projects. This technique reduces the
features used in training the model to a pre-defined number (k) of principal components,
which represents the majority of information that is contained in the total feature set
(Maćkiewicz and Ratajczak, 1993). In this project, we experiment with 4 different k ’s
(0, 3, 5, and 7).

Finally, we run the model with and without control variables (as defined in subsec-
tion 4.2.2, to see the added informational value of these features.

As can be observed from Table 5.4, the LinDA model is chosen in the majority
of the cases as the best-performing model (35.0%), followed by the XGBoost model
with pre-defined parameters (18.3%) and NB (11.7%). Additionally, we find that the
control typically does not add relevant information to the feature set. For only 16.6%
of cases, the best-performing model for that feature set is a combination of the feature
set and the control variables; for the remaining 83.3%, the baseline or ensemble features
provide sufficient information for the model to draw a correct conclusion. Finally, the
results suggest that for the majority of the best-performing models, PCA is beneficial
(55.0%), however, it is dependent on the feature set which k shows improvement.

model percentage control features percentage PCA k percentage
LinDa 35.0% sentiment only 83.3% 0 45.0%
XGB-PD 18.3% sentiment + control 16.7% 3 21.7%
NB 11.6% control 0.0% 5 16.7%
LogReg 10.0% 7 16.7%
KNN 10.0%
CART 8.3%
XGB-R 6.7%

Table 5.4: Percentage-wise representation of how many times each model, control fea-
ture set, and PCA k as best-performing in the experimentation phase for each of the
18 feature and model combinations.

5Linear Discriminant Analysis is commonly abbreviated to LDA, but for the current thesis it is
instead shortened to LinDA, as LDA has been used previously to refer to Latent Dirichlet Allocation, a
topic modeling method discussed in chapter 2. LinDA will thus refer to the classification model Linear
Discriminant Analysis, and LDA to the topic modelling method of Latent Dirichlet Allocation.

6The parameters for the pre-defined XGBoost model are as follows: max depth=2, gamma=2,
eta=0.8, and reg alpha=0.5
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Chapter 6

Results

In the upcoming chapter, the results of the models employed in this project will be
presented.

6.1 Feature engineering

6.1.1 Baseline graphs

In Figure 6.1, the sentiment scores as determined by the baseline approach are presented
for the different sections of the press conference explored. These graphs show patterns
in the sentiment expressed in ECB communication.

First of all, from Figure 6.1a, it can be observed that the overall sentiment expressed
in ECB conferences is on the negative side.

Moreover as can be observed from Figure 6.1b and Figure 6.1c, there are clear
differences in sentiment expressed between the different parts of the press conference.
The answer section or globally the Q&A section typically carries a more negative senti-
ment than the introductory statement, particularly under the presidency of Duisenberg
and Draghi. The introductory statement, on the other hand, fluctuates more between
positive and negative sentiment. Clear drops in sentiment can be observed around
well-known economic downfalls, such as the crisis of 2008, 2012, and 2018.

From this, it seems likely that the sentiment expressed in the answer section is
more dependent on the speaker, whereas the sentiment expressed in the introductory
statement is more of a direct response to outside events and subsequent monetary
policy.

6.1.2 Ensemble graphs

In this section, the features extracted from the text by the ensemble method are pre-
sented, starting with the topic distribution, then the hawkishness score, and finally, the
sentiment conveyed in the text.

Topic distribution

The topic distributions over the press conferences and their separate parts over time
are presented in Figure 6.2. As you can observe from all three graphs, most sentences
are identified concerning the topics of monetary policy and economic growth. When
comparing the different sections of the press conference to one another, it can also be
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(a) Document-wide sentiment score as calculated by the baseline.

(b) Sentiment score as calculated by the baseline for the introductory statement.

(c) Sentiment score as calculated by the baseline for the answer section.

Figure 6.1: Sentiment as identified in the baseline approach. The colors represent
the four different presidents, in order: Duisenberg (orange), Trichet (cyan), Draghi
(purple), and Lagarde (blue).
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observed that the topic of inflation is more frequently discussed within the introductory
statement, as compared to the answer section.

(a) Document-wide topic distribution as calculated by the ensemble method.

(b) Topic distribution as calculated by the ensemble method for the introductory statement.

(c) Topic distribution as calculated by the ensemble method for the answer section.

Figure 6.2: Topics as identified in the ensemble approach (threshold None).
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Identifying HD-tilt

The figures in Figure 6.3 represent the overall HD-tilt conveyed in the press conferences
as determined by the ensemble model. The closer the score is to 1, the more hawkish
the transcript is; the close to 0, the more dovish the transcript is.

As you can see from these figures, the overall HD-tilt expressed in the transcripts
is more hawkish. Other than that, no clear patterns that can be related to significant
economic downfalls or differences in specific presidencies can be observed.

Identifying sentiment

Finally, we present the sentiment as identified by the ensemble method. These graphs
can be compared directly to graphs presented for the baseline method (see Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.5).

When comparing the sentiment as defined by the baseline method and the sentiment
as defined by the ensemble method, it can be observed that both approaches follow a
similar trend in sentiment conveyed, in particular for the introductory statement (see
Figure 6.5b). However, the sentiment score is typically much more polarised towards
1 for the ensemble method. This may be because the baseline and ensemble method
calculates sentiment differently. The baseline calculates sentiment by simply counting
the number of positive and negative words in the text. This means that the baseline
is aware when multiple sentiment words are used in the same sentence and can take
this information into account when calculating the overall sentiment score for that
document. The ensemble model, on the other hand, determines a single score (positive,
negative or neutral) for each sentence in the transcript, which is then aggregated to a
single score that represents the respective polarity of the text. This means that the
baseline method may be slightly more nuanced than the ensemble model, as it calculates
the sentiment for each document as a whole, rather than first for each sentence, and
then subsequently for the document, as in the ensemble model.

6.2 Classification results

The averaged scores are reported in Table 6.1, and the accuracy scores of the individual
models can be found in Appendix A.

model features threshold intro. answers full text

baseline sentiment (lexicon) n/a 0.45 0.45 0.44

ensemble sentiment (finBERT) n/a 0.45 0.43 0.46

ensemble topic & HD-tilt none 0.46 0.50 0.48
ensemble topic & HD-tilt >0.1 0.45 0.47 0.44

ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt none 0.46 0.49 0.50
ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt >0.1 0.46 0.43 0.48

Table 6.1: Average accuracy as calculated by the best-performing classification model
on the provided feature set over three random splits of the dataset (random states 19,
42, and 420).1 The best-performing models out of these accuracy scores are marked in
bold.

1The individual scores for each of these three models are presented in Appendix A.
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As can be observed from the averaged accuracy scores, the two best-performing
models report a classification accuracy of 50%. Out of the 18 feature sets, the best
combinations are found to be the ensemble method (no threshold) on the entire text
and the topic & tilt method (no threshold) on the answer section.

Several other interesting observations can be drawn from the results as presented
in Table 6.1.

The ensemble method (without a selection threshold) shows a significant improve-
ment over the Loughran and McDonald baseline (2011). Moreover, this method also
outperforms the model that only takes into account the sentiment features. This means
that there is relevant information contained in the topic and tilt of the press conferences,
that allow us to make a better prediction on market volatility.

These results even show that these topical and tilt features are more informative
than the sentiment features (0.46 versus 0.45, 0.50 versus 0.43, 0.48 versus 0.46). This
improvement is particularly strong for the answer section of the press conferences (0.50
versus 0.43). The topic & HD-tilt only method also shows a significant improvement
over the baseline for all sections of the text.

Moreover, the selection threshold, which was set at 0.10 and filters out sentences
that are not deemed relevant, does not improve performance, on any of the sections
of the text, both for the topic & tilt method and the full ensemble method. It may,
therefore, be beneficial to explore a lower threshold, perhaps 0.05.

As the selection threshold consistently impairs performance, the results are pre-
sented again in Table 6.2 without the models that consider a selection threshold. This
makes it easier to visually compare the performance of the remaining models.

model features threshold intro. answers full text

baseline sentiment (lexicon) n/a 0.45 0.45 0.44

ensemble sentiment (finBERT) n/a 0.45 0.43 0.46

ensemble topic & HD-tilt none 0.46 0.50 0.48

ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt none 0.46 0.49 0.50

Table 6.2: Average accuracy as calculated by the best-performing classification model
on the provided feature set over three random splits of the dataset (random states
19, 42, and 420). In this table, we disregard the models that have used a selection
threshold. The best-performing models out of these accuracy scores are marked in
bold.
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(a) Document-wide HD-tilt as calculated by the ensemble method.

(b) HD-tilt as calculated by the ensemble method for the introductory statement.

(c) HD-tilt as calculated by the ensemble method for the answer section.

Figure 6.3: HD-tilt as identified in the ensemble approach without a selection threshold
(orange) and with a selection threshold of 0.1 (pink). A score closer to 1 indicates that
the majority of the sentences are identified as being hawkish; the closer to 0, the more
sentences are identified as dovish.
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(a) Document-wide sentiment score as calculated by the ensemble.

(b) Sentiment score as calculated by the ensemble for the introductory statement.

(c) Sentiment score as calculated by the ensemble for the answer section.

Figure 6.4: Sentiment as identified in the ensemble approach (threshold None). The
colors represent the four different presidents, in order: Duisenberg (orange), Trichet
(cyan), Draghi (purple), and Lagarde (blue).
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(a) Comparison of the sentiment as identified in the baseline approach and the ensemble ap-
proach for the entire text

(b) Comparison of the sentiment as identified in the baseline approach and the ensemble ap-
proach for the introductory statement.

(c) Comparison of the sentiment as identified in the baseline approach and the ensemble ap-
proach for the answer section.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the sentiment as identified in the baseline approach and the
ensemble approach (threshold None).



Chapter 7

Discussion

This chapter discusses the main findings of this thesis as presented in the context of
earlier literature. Additionally, we will put forward the main limitations of the current
study and propose some suggestions for future work dealing with NLP for central bank
communication.

7.1 Discussion of results

In this thesis, we investigated the use of BERT in extracting features to examine the
relationship between ECB communication and subsequent market response. This ap-
proach differs from previous approaches in two main ways. First, the ensemble model
is BERT-based, a state-of-the-art NLP approach that was not yet explored for the
domain of ECB communication. We hypothesized that this approach would lead to a
significant improvement over more traditional methods.

Overall, the results suggest that our ensemble method was, in fact, moderately
effective in predicting the direction of movement of uncertainty on the European market
(average accuracy of 0.50). When comparing these results to a lexicon-based baseline
(Loughran and McDonald, 2011), which takes into account only the sentiment conveyed
in the text, our ensemble approach significantly outperforms the baseline model.

Further analysis of the results shows evidence that the added benefit of the ensemble
model lies in the topic and HD-tilt features. Both the approach that considers only
topical and HD-tilt features and the ensemble model with all three concepts show an
improved performance over the lexicon baseline, and in fact, the best performance out
of all models considered. The approach that only considers sentiment as measured by
finBERT (Araci, 2019) does not outperform the lexicon-based baseline. These findings
suggest that the improvement of the ensemble model lies primarily in the topical and
HD-tilt features added.

Moreover, these findings show that BERT is not a quick-fix solution to each NLP
problem. When comparing the lexicon-based method and the finBERT method directly,
the differences in performance between these two methods are limited. The finBERT
method performs slightly better than the baseline when considering the entire text,
whereas its performance is lower for the answer section and the same as the introduc-
tory statement. All in all, based on these results, we cannot draw a clear conclusion
on whether the lexicon or the finBERT method is more appropriate for determining
sentiment.

In addition, we explored the idea of a selection threshold, inspired by the relevance
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selection of Ding et al. (2020)’s CogLTX. This selection threshold allows the model
to select only those sentences that pass a certain relevance threshold (set at 0.1 in
this study). It was hypothesized that this threshold would reduce processing load and
simultaneously lead to an improved model performance by strengthening the signal of
the features explored.

Regarding the selection threshold, the results suggest that it is not beneficial and
that, in fact, it consistently decreases model performance. However, this observation
does not reveal conclusive evidence that it will impair model performance at all times.
It may very well be the case that the threshold was set too high for this particular study
and that, as a result, relevant sentences were filtered out of the dataset unintentionally.
Therefore, it may be interesting to experiment with a lower threshold (at perhaps 0.75
or even 0.5) in future work.

Moreover, we examine which sections of the press conference are most informative
by separating the introductory statement and the answer section from each other and
running the model on each section individually. Our results suggest that the ensemble
model when considering either topic and HD-tilt or topic, HD-tilt and sentiment per-
forms best when considering the entire text or the answer section. When comparing
the performance of the ensemble model on these sections to its performance on the
introductory statement, the introductory statement performs less well and thus seems
to carry less information. This pattern could not be observed for the sentiment-only
models. For the lexicon-based method, models on the introductory statement and the
answer section perform on par, and there is a slight decrease in performance when
considering the entire text. For the finBERT-based system, the model performs best
on the text as a whole, followed by the introductory statement. This model does not
perform well in the answer section.

In conclusion, from these results, we can conclude that the most informative section
of the text is dependent on the features and methods used by the model in question.

Finally, the results also show that the control variables that were added to the model
(i.e., uncertainty index, unemployment index, and the German 2-year government bond
yields) did not add to the model performance, though previous research advocated for
their need (e.g. Klejdysz et al., 2018; Pan and He, 2021). This can be due to several
reasons. First, it may be the case that there is simply no need for these control vari-
ables in the current experimental framework. Control variables are typically added to
regression tasks, as performed too in Klejdysz et al. (2018) and Pan and He (2021), and
are less common for classification tasks. In this thesis, we also explored whether the
classification could benefit from this added information as well, but the results suggest
that it was often not the case. Alternatively, it may be the case that interpolating the
data for missing values (as described in subsection 4.2.2 did not represent the actual
developments, and therefore did not add the correct information to the model. Finally,
it could also be the case that the variables added do not capture the appropriate in-
formation. The current control variables added are loosely based on those introduced
by Klejdysz et al. (2018) and Pan and He (2021), but these studies could not be repro-
duced the variables are not the same. In this case, it may be beneficial to experiment
with a different set of control variables.
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7.2 A closer look at the ensemble model

To see how accurate the ensemble model is at determining the appropriate topic and
HD-tilt for each sentence, we have performed an initial exploration of the output of
the dual sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and ELECTRA model (Clark
et al., 2020). The top 3 sentences for each topic and HD-tilt from the introductory
statement of an example press conference are presented in Appendix B, along with
their similarity scores as identified by this section of the pipeline.1

As can be observed from these examples, the model is moderately accurate at
identifying the correct topic for the sentences in the press conference. As hypothesized,
this BERT-based combination can identify sentences within the appropriate topic that
do not contain the direct query sentence. An example of this phenomenon is presented
in the hawkish query strong economy and its top 3 matching sentences. None of these
sentences uses the terms strong and economy directly, but still, all discovered sentences
describe a situation of a strong economy.

However, the model seems to have more trouble with identifying sentences on the
dovish spectrum of the same topic, and the sentences discovered for this topic and tilt
do not seem to match the query sentence (weak economy). This issue may be a problem
with the model, but it may also be that this particular example does not contain clear
examples of sentences that match this specific query.

Additionally, for the topic of labor market, the following sentence ranks high for
both the hawkish and dovish query input: “Given a high structural unemployment and
low potential output growth in the euro area a cyclical recovery along the lines of the
March ECB staff projections is no grounds for complacency”. Here, the model has no
trouble determining the topic of the sentence, namely labor market, but it has more
difficulty distinguishing whether the sentence is more hawkish or more dovish in tilt.
The model correctly identifies the sentence as more dovish (cosine-similarity scores of
0.1 versus 0.09 for dovish and hawkish tilt, respectively). The same happens for the
sentence “Monetary policy is focused on maintaining price stability over the medium
term and its accommodative stance contributes to supporting economic activity”, which
appears in the top 3 of both the hawkish and dovish input queries. However, the model
has correctly identified as dovish (cosine-similarity of 0.154 versus 0.142).

All in all, this initial exploration of the highest-scoring sentences for each topic and
tilt as identified by the ensemble approach shows that it seems to be relatively accurate
at determining the appropriate topic and tilt for each sentence.

7.3 Limitations and future work

Though the current results suggest that the ensemble method (when considering topic
and HD-tilt without a selection threshold) is moderately effective at predicting the
direction of movement, the results of this current study are limited by several factors.
It is important to discuss these limiting factors and provide direction for future work
in this field. This section is divided into two sections: the first pertains to the data
used in this thesis, and the second discusses the limitations of the models employed.

1Due to time constraints, we have not further explored the results of the second step of the ensemble
pipeline, the finBERT sentiment model (Araci, 2019).
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Data limitations and suggestions

Regarding the dataset, there are some limitations and suggestions for future work that
we propose.

First of all, the data used for this project is limited, with only 242 samples. As
such, the conclusions drawn based on these results may not generalize well to other
(larger) data sets with central bank communication. To explore whether the three-part
method designed in this thesis is representative for ECB communication - and more
globally, central bank communication as a whole - it would be interesting to run the
model on different datasets. A good starting point would be the dataset of speeches
provided by the ECB herself on her website.2 This dataset contains over 2,000 entries,
and it includes all speeches given by the ECB, including those by the president, vice-
president, and other board members of the ECB. As a result, it differs from the dataset
explored in the current thesis in that the current dataset only contains the transcripts of
the press conferences given by the ECB president on Governing Council meeting days.
The smaller dataset employed in this study has been explored extensively in literature
(e.g. Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2007; Rosa and Verga, 2007; Picault and Renault, 2017;
Klejdysz et al., 2018), showing a clear relationship between the information conveyed
in these transcripts and market response. However, this relationship has not yet been
explored for the larger dataset, and thus it would be interesting to do so with the
current ensemble method.3

Moreover, as the method differs slightly from the method employed by Pan and He
(2021) in their study, it would be interesting to see how this method compares to their
approach on the FOMC communication dataset and its relationship with volatility on
the American market.

On the other hand, however, it may also be beneficial to reduce our dataset. The
current analysis considers all speeches available from the inception of the ECB in 1998
to the present day, whereas other researchers (e.g. Klejdysz et al., 2018; Venturini,
2020) have, instead, selected as specific sample of press conferences to strike a balance
between quantity and quality. Speeches in the early days of the ECB may not be as in-
formative for predicting the market response, especially before July 2003, when explicit
forward guidance was introduced (European Central Bank, 2003). In future work, it
may therefore be beneficial to select a smaller sample of more recent press conferences
only as the relationship between the features conveyed in these press conferences and
the subsequent market response may be more pronounced.

A final suggestion that would be interesting to explore regarding the data is the
impact of analyzing passages over sentences. The current study analyses sentences
separately, meaning that the transcripts are first divided into sentences, and the results
for each sentence are then aggregated to form the features at the document level.
However, it would also be possible to split the transcripts into slightly larger chunks
(i.e., passages). While loading in the data from their source, the transcripts were loaded
in along their original paragraph division. In future work, it may be interesting to feed
these passages into the BERT model directly as opposed to further splitting them into
sentences. One of the BERT models designed to analyze longer documents, CogLTX
(Ding et al., 2020) (see section 5.1 for a more extensive description) also works based
on paragraphs or passages rather than sentences. Based on this work, it is expected

2See https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/html/downloads.en.html.
3An initial exploration of the larger ECB dataset has shown that the dataset in question is rather

noisy and unstructured and will therefore require additional data cleaning and pre-processing steps.

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/html/downloads.en.html
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that this step may also improve the ensemble model’s performance and also decrease
the processing time.

Model limitations and suggestions

Furthermore, there are also some suggestions for future work concerning the ensemble
method proposed in the current thesis.

First of all, fine-tuning the BERT-based models may significantly improve the per-
formance of these models. As outlined in section 5.1, it is common to adapt and
fine-tune the BERT models to the task or domain at hand. For the current project,
the sentence-BERT nor ELECTRA models were fine-tuned for the financial field. We,
therefore, suggest doing so by constructing a fine-tuning dataset by labeling several
statements for topic and HD-tilt. It is hypothesized that the models in question will
benefit substantially from this step.

Moreover, the topic model employed in this thesis only examines four different
models (economic growth, inflation, labor market, and monetary policy). Though the
addition of topic (and HD-tilt) shows an addition to the model, it may be beneficial
to explore more topics, such as the topic interest rates, for example, which has demon-
strated to impact market response (Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2007).

As mentioned previously, it may also be beneficial for model performance to explore
a lower threshold for the selection threshold. Though the threshold of 0.1 employed in
this thesis did not lead to an improvement in accuracy, this does not strictly rule out
the possibility that it may be beneficial. We, therefore, propose a lower threshold to
assess whether this positively impacts performance.

Moreover, it would be interesting to separate the topical and HD-tilt features sim-
ilarly to how we split the sentiment and topic and HD-tilt features. This separation
would allow us to conclude whether the topical features or the HD-tilt features are
more informative when predicting subsequent market responses.

Similarly, it would be helpful to set up additional baseline methods for the topical
features and HD-tilt in future work to assess whether the improved results of the
ensemble model are gained from the combination of topical, HD-tilt, and sentiment
features, or whether the improvement is gained from the BERT model set-up. This
idea can be explored with an LDA model, similarly to (Klejdysz et al., 2018), to measure
topics and a lexicon-based method for measuring the HD-tilt (e.g. Parle, 2020). These
features can then be compared to those found by the BERT-based approach. Then, if
the combination of the lexicon-based methods and LDA leads to similar performance
as the ensemble BERT model, we can conclude that the model improvement is gained
from the feature combination rather than from the general language model.

Finally, the classification model proposed in this study is limited in the sense that
it only predicts whether the market becomes significantly more or less stable (increased
or decreased market volatility, respectively) or stays stable. As a result, it does not
determine what direction the market moves in (i.e., upward or downward), and as a
consequence, the conclusions drawn by this study are limited by this classification task.
In future work, it may be interesting to instead focus on a regression task, similarly to
(Pan and He, 2021).
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

All in all, this thesis investigated whether the BERT model can be employed to examine
the relationship between ECB communication on Governing Council meeting days and
the European stock market. In doing so, we proposed a BERT-based ensemble model
that considers the topic, HD-tilt and sentiment conveyed in each press conference and
seeks to predict the subsequent market response. This method builds upon previous
literature that showed the relationship of topic (Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2007; Kle-
jdysz et al., 2018), HD-tilt (Parle, 2020; Musard-Gies, 2006; Rosa and Verga, 2007)
and sentiment (Parle, 2020; Picault and Renault, 2017; Schmeling and Wagner, 2019)
in central bank communication and response on the financial market.

The ensemble model consists out of three separate models that work in tandem
to obtain the relevant features. The first two models, sentence-BERT (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) and ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020), work together to determine the
transcript’s topic and HD-tilt. The final model, finBERT (Araci, 2019), determines
the press conferences sentiment. To determine which part of this three-part pipeline
affects performance, an ablation study. Additionally, we experiment with a selection
threshold that filters out ”irrelevant” sentences from the transcripts.

The results show that this ensemble approach shows improved results over a more
traditional lexicon-based baseline (Loughran and McDonald, 2011). An ablation study
determines that the topical and tilt features lead to this significant improvement. More-
over, the results suggest that the ensemble method performs best when considering the
entire text or the answer section. The threshold, however, does not improve perfor-
mance.

In conclusion, these results confirm that BERT can be employed for analyzing
central bank, and more specifically ECB communication and that the ensemble method
which takes into account not only sentiment but also topic and HD-tilt, as proposed in
this thesis, is an appropriate method of doing so.
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Appendix A

Individual results of the ensemble
model

In the tables below, the individual accuracy scores are reported of three different train-
test splits (19, 42, and 420, respectively). The averaged scores are presented in Ta-
ble 6.1.

model features threshold intro answers full text

baseline sentiment (lexicon) n/a 0.47 0.38 0.41

ensemble sentiment (finBERT) n/a 0.47 0.44 0.44

ensemble topic & HD-tilt none 0.47 0.50 0.44
ensemble topic & HD-tilt 0.1 0.47 0.44 0.41

ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt none 0.47 0.50 0.50
ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt 0.1 0.47 0.44 0.50

Table A.1: The accuracy scores of each model on a train-test split with random state
19. The highest performing models are marked in bold.

model features threshold intro answers full text

baseline sentiment (lexicon) n/a 0.35 0.41 0.38

ensemble sentiment (finBERT) n/a 0.38 0.34 0.34

ensemble topic & HD-tilt none 0.38 0.44 0.41
ensemble topic & HD-tilt 0.1 0.38 0.44 0.31

ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt none 0.41 0.44 0.41
ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt 0.1 0.38 0.34 0.34

Table A.2: The accuracy scores of each model on a train-test split with random state
42. The highest performing models are marked in bold.
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model features threshold intro answers full text

baseline sentiment (lexicon) n/a 0.53 0.56 0.53

ensemble sentiment (finBERT) n/a 0.50 0.50 0.59

ensemble topic & HD-tilt none 0.53 0.56 0.59
ensemble topic & HD-tilt 0.1 0.50 0.53 0.59

ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt none 0.50 0.53 0.59
ensemble sentiment, topic & HD-tilt 0.1 0.53 0.50 0.59

Table A.3: The accuracy scores of each model on a train-test split with random state
420. The highest performing models are marked in bold.



Appendix B

Example of the topic & HD-tilt
approach

Below, we present the top 3 sentences per topic and HD-tilt as identified with the
ensemble model on the introductory statement of an example press conference given
on March 5th 2015.

economic growth: hawk (strong economy) score

In an environment of improving business and consumer sentiment the
transmission of our measures to the real economy will strengthen
contributing to a further improvement in the outlook for economic growth
and a reduction in economic slack

0.142

Looking ahead we expect the economic recovery to broaden and
strengthen gradually

0.136

In particular borrowing conditions for firms and households have
improved considerably

0.124

economic growth: dove (weak economy) score

Financial market conditions and the cost of external finance for the private
economy have eased further also following our previous monetary policy
measures

0.139

The low level of the price of oil should continue to support households’
real disposable income and corporate profitability

0.118

Looking ahead we expect the economic recovery to broaden and
strengthen gradually

0.118
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inflation: hawk (high inflation) score

According to Eurostat’s flash estimate euro area annual HICP inflation
was 03 in February 2015 after 06 in January

0.144

This assessment is also broadly reflected in the March 2015 ECB staff
macroeconomic projections for the euro area which foresee annual HICP
inflation at 00 in 2015 15 in 2016 and 18 in 2017

0.139

Thereby our measures will contribute to a sustained return of inflation
towards a level below but close to 2 over the medium term and underpin
the firm anchoring of medium to longterm inflation expectations

0.124

inflation: dove (low inflation) score

On the basis of current information and prevailing futures prices for oil
annual HICP inflation is expected to remain very low or negative in the
months ahead

0.105

In comparison with the December 2014 Eurosystem staff macroeconomic
projections the inflation projection for 2015 has been revised downwards
mainly reflecting the fall in oil prices

0.096

Supported by the favourable impact of our recent monetary policy
measures on aggregate demand the impact of the lower euro exchange rate
and the assumption of somewhat higher oil prices in the years ahead
inflation rates are expected to start increasing gradually later in 2015

0.09

labor market: hawk (low unemployment, strong labor market) score

Given high structural unemployment and low potential output growth in
the euro area a cyclical recovery along the lines of the March ECB staff
projections is no grounds for complacency

0.09

The low level of the price of oil should continue to support households’
real disposable income and corporate profitability

0.081

On the basis of current information and prevailing futures prices for oil
annual HICP inflation is expected to remain very low or negative in the
months ahead

0.067

labor market: dove (high unemployment, weak labor market) score

Given high structural unemployment and low potential output growth in
the euro area a cyclical recovery along the lines of the March ECB staff
projections is no grounds for complacency

0.1

In comparison with the December 2014 Eurosystem staff macroeconomic
projections the inflation projection for 2015 has been revised downwards
mainly reflecting the fall in oil prices

0.077

Compared with the December 2014 Eurosystem staff macroeconomic
projections the projections for real GDP growth in 2015 and 2016 have
been revised upwards reflecting the favourable impact of lower oil prices
the weaker effective exchange rate of the euro and the impact of the
ECB’s recent monetary policy measures

0.076
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monetary policy: dove (restrictive monetary policy,
decreasing asset purchases, raising interest rate)

score

Supported by the favourable impact of our recent monetary policy
measures on aggregate demand the impact of the lower euro exchange rate
and the assumption of somewhat higher oil prices in the years ahead
inflation rates are expected to start increasing gradually later in 2015

0.164

Our recent monetary policy measures should support a further
improvement in credit flows

0.154

Monetary policy is focused on maintaining price stability over the medium
term and its accommodative stance contributes to supporting economic
activity

0.142

monetary policy: dove (accommodative monetary policy,
increasing asset purchases, lowering interest rate)

score

Monetary policy is focused on maintaining price stability over the medium
term and its accommodative stance contributes to supporting economic activity

0.154

Our recent monetary policy measures should support a further improvement
in credit flows

0.152

Supported by the favourable impact of our recent monetary policy measures
on aggregate demand the impact of the lower euro exchange rate and the
assumption of somewhat higher oil prices in the years ahead inflation rates are
expected to start increasing gradually later in 2015

0.137
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